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Abstract: Structural health monitoring techniques have been applied to several important
structures and infrastructure facilities, such as buildings, bridges, and power plants. For buildings,
accelerometers are commonly used for monitoring the accelerations induced by ambient vibration
to analyze the structural natural frequencies for further system identification and damage detection.
However, due to the relatively high cost of the accelerometers and data acquisition systems,
accelerometer-based structural health monitoring systems are challenging to deploy in general
buildings. This study proposed an image analysis-based building deformation monitoring method
that integrates a small single-board computer, computer vision techniques, and a single-camera
multiple degree-of-freedom algorithm. In contrast to other vision-based systems that use multiple
expensive cameras, this method is designed for a single camera configuration to simplify the
installation and maintenance procedures for practical applications. It is designed to monitor the
inter-story drifts and torsional responses between the ceiling and floor of a story that is being
monitored in a building, aiming to maximize the monitored structural responses. A series of 1:10
reduced scale static and dynamic structural experiments demonstrated that the proposed method and
the device prototype are capable of analyzing images and structural responses with an accuracy of 0.07
and 0.3 mm from the results of the static and dynamic experiments, respectively. As digital imaging
technology has been developing dramatically, the accuracy and the sampling rates of this method
can be improved accordingly with the development of the required hardware, making this method
practically feasible for an increasing number of applications for building structural monitoring.

Keywords: structural health monitoring; inter-story drift; image measurement

1. Introduction

Structural health monitoring is capable of sensing structural damage by detecting minor variations
in structural vibration characteristics or deformation, providing a chance for early warning and the
minimization of further damage. The health of structures such as buildings and bridges can be
degraded not only by the natural aging of materials, inter-material bonding, and connections but also
by over-weighting, natural hazards such as earthquakes, or improper renovations. The degradation of
the structure may induce a change in the natural frequencies and vibration modes of the structure
or induce slight deformation of the structure. Most of the changes in the vibrational characteristics
and deformation of structures are typically not observed by humans, yet they can be detected by the
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sensing systems used for structural health monitoring, minimizing the risk of severe damage or the
collapse of structures.

Structural health monitoring techniques are being developed for monitoring current buildings,
bridges, and other civil structures [1–3]. Many of the structural health monitoring systems on buildings
and bridges use accelerometers not only to identify the structural natural frequencies and vibration
modes [4–6] but also have been used recently for dynamic response estimation, including displacement
and internal forces [7,8]. In addition to accelerometers, different types of sensors or sensing methods,
such as film-based strain gauges [9,10], optical fiber sensors [11–13], acoustic emission [14–16],
cameras [17–22], or even global navigation satellite systems [2], are being developed and employed
for structural health monitoring. A variation in the system stiffness or vibration modal shapes could
indicate a certain level of structural damage [6,23,24]. Several studies have investigated improving the
accuracy of the identification of damage [25,26], reducing the noise induced by sensors or environmental
interference [26], minimizing sensing synchronization errors [27–29], and reducing the number of
sensors required to capture the necessary vibration modes or failure modes [30].

Experience has shown that the collapse of many buildings from earthquakes is initiated by the
failure of a weakened story [31–33]. Inter-story responses are the movement of the ceiling with respect
to the floor, as shown in the colored planes in Figure 1. Large inter-story responses and residual
displacement [34–36] could indicate large deformation of structural and imply a risk of structural
damage or failure [37].
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For better and wider applications of structural health monitoring, more sensor options are
required, in addition to the ability to monitor different types of failure, with different levels of
accuracies and costs, to address practical limitations and requirements. While an accelerometer is
good at capturing vibrations, which are relatively high frequency responses, it does not sense slow
structural responses such deformation induced by settlement, material creep, or gradual deformations
or displacements. While displacement sensors such as linear variable differential transducers (LVDT)
are relatively accurate for measuring displacements, they require additional supporting fixtures that
are sometimes difficult to install due to limited interior space, limiting their practical applications.
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Due to the relatively high cost of hardware, even a relatively small number of accelerometers or LDVTs
with minimal data acquisition systems could be much higher than the cost many the building owners
would like to invest.

As digital imaging technology has been dramatically developing in recent years, several researchers
have investigated the use of image analysis for measuring structural deformation and vibration
responses [38]. In structural laboratories, image analysis techniques have been developed and employed
to measure displacements [29], deformations [39], settlement and shrinkage [40], and cracks [41,42].
Some structural experiments have been performed to measure the uniaxial displacements of
structures by analyzing images taken by a single camera [43]. Three-dimensional displacements
and accelerometers can be estimated by analyzing images taken by two or more cameras by using
stereo triangulation techniques [44]. Strain fields of a plane structural surface can be estimated by
tracking a dense mesh of feature points painted on regions of interest [45]. Strain fields of curved
surfaces can be calculated by further employing image un-distortion and rectification techniques [42].
Concrete crack development can be observed and measured by using a displacement-to-crack mapping
formula [46]. Structural damage can be further quantified by calculating certain damage indices using
information obtained from image analysis [47]. Image analysis has potential for use in post-earthquake
building safety evaluations by analyzing two or more surveillance cameras using stereo triangulation
techniques [44,48]. Some image analysis programs are freely [49] or commercially available in
the market, and some of them are specifically designed for structural experiments.

This study proposes a building deformation monitoring method that integrates a small single-board
computer, computer vision technique, and a single-camera multiple degree-of-freedom algorithm.
Based on the existing computer-vision techniques, the proposed method measures multiple degrees of
freedom of the story displacements with consideration of the camera movement. Rather than using a
conventional stereo triangulation method, which requires two or more cameras and a sophisticated
calibration procedure, this method uses only one camera and is designed to monitor the inter-story drifts
and torsional responses between the ceiling and the floor of a story in a building, aiming to simplify
the installation and maintenance procedures and to maximize the monitored structural response.
The system is capable of analyzing inter-story responses both online and offline. The offline analysis
can analyze previous inter-story responses using recorded videos with a sampling rate of the highest
imaging frame rate of the camera hardware. The online analysis can instantly monitor the current
inter-story responses using a sampling rate that the computer speed can achieve. At the time of this
article being written, the hardware cost of the device prototype, including a single-board Raspberry
Pi 3B (manufactured by Raspberry Pi Foundation, UK) equipped with a small camera lens, is less
than one-hundred US dollars. The proposed method and the device prototype can achieve an offline
sampling rate of 30 Hz and an online sampling rate of 3 Hz, with an inter-story drift accuracy of
0.0175% (i.e., the ratio of relative displacement of 0.07 mm to a story height of 400 mm) and 0.075%
(i.e., the ratio of 0.3 mm to 400 mm) from static and dynamic experiments, respectively. Since the
proposed algorithm does not limit the computational speed and accuracy, the sampling rates and
measurement accuracy will continue to increase as digital imaging technology keeps improving.

2. Methods

The inter-story responses measured in this work include the inter-story displacements u and
v of the ceiling and the torsion θ with respect to the floor. While the columns of a building could
deform when they are subjected to lateral forces, it is commonly assumed in structural design that
the floors are rigid. For example, for the health monitoring of the first floor, the ground floor and
its ceiling, which are transparently colored in Figure 1, are assumed to be rigid diaphragms. In practice,
the vertical displacements of columns are relatively small as compared to their lateral displacements
as the axial stiffness of a typical column is much larger than its lateral stiffness; therefore, the ceiling
and the floor are assumed to be parallel. The proposed method would produce significant errors on
inter-story drifts, if the building is collapsed or is partially collapsed, in which the ceiling is not parallel
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to the floor. Based on the above assumptions, the inter-story responses of each floor are simplified into
three degrees of freedom, u, v, and θ, as shown in Figure 2. The displacements plotted in Figure 2 are
scaled for demonstration, i.e., typical structural deformations are normally much smaller than they
appear in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The three degrees of freedom of inter-story responses. (a) Inter-story displacement u.
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The technical basis for monitoring the inter-story response by a single camera is to monitor the
positions of two sets of targets in the images: tracking points and the reference points. It is assumed that
the camera is fixed to the ceiling above the story that is being monitored, with the target points referring
to objects that are fixed to the floor of the monitored story, and the reference points being objects fixed
to the ceiling of the monitored story. When inter-story deformation occurs, the positions of the tracking
points in the image taken by the camera change, as shown in Figure 3. By analyzing the movements of
the tracking points in the images, the inter-story responses can be estimated. The reference points,
which are affixed to the ceiling, are used to estimate the possible unintended movement of the camera.
Even a minimal unintended movement of the camera can induce a relatively large change in tracking
point and reference point positions in the image. To prevent obtaining incorrect inter-story responses,
the movement of the camera needs to be estimated so that a more accurate inter-story response can
be obtained.
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While Figure 3 presents the basic idea of the proposed method in two dimensions, the real world is
three-dimensional. Figure 4 demonstrates images taken by a camera installed to align with the ceiling
of the monitored story. Figure 4a presents the un-deformed inter-story. The positions of the tracking
points and the reference points are continuously tracked by the camera of the single-board computer.
Figure 4b–d presents the inter-story responses of u, v, and θ, respectively, images that represent
the proposed inter-story motion model. Figure 4e–g presents the model motion of the unintended
camera movement, which include the pitch, yaw, and roll, respectively. While the unintended camera
movement can theoretically also have translational movements, only three rotational movements are
considered here because images are generally much more sensitive to camera rotations than translations.
Even a minimum camera rotation can induce significant image movement. Simplification of the
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camera movement can also simplify the nonlinear simultaneous equations that will be introduced later,
easing the convergence of their numerical solution.
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An accurate image measurement is based on an accurate camera calibration. The image analysis
techniques employed in this work include camera calibration, target tracking, and point projection.
Camera calibration is used to estimate the parameters of the camera, including the intrinsic parameters
and the extrinsic parameters. The intrinsic parameters include the focal lengths fx and fy, the principal
points cx and cy, the distortion coefficients k1 to k6, p1, and p2. The extrinsic parameters include rx,
ry, rz, tx, ty, and tz, which represent the geometric relationship between the camera and the global
coordinate system. While the global coordinate system can be defined arbitrarily, it must be consistent
throughout the entire process. It is suggested that the global coordinate system be aligned to the
coordinate system used in the engineering drawing of the structure, so the engineers who will use this
system have a consistent coordinate system when using the proposed system. The definition of the
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global coordinate system is especially important in the installation phase of the monitoring system
(see Step 1 and 2 described below).

Target tracking allows the defining of the tracking and reference points in the initial image
(where the inter-story is un-deformed) and automatically and precisely determines where these points
are in later images taken by the same camera, during which the inter-story may have deformed.
Many types of target tracking methods have been developed and are widely employed, such as
template matching [50], enhanced correlation correction [51], optical flow [52], feature-based image
alignment [53], machine learning based methods [54], and many other variations of these methods.
These methods have been thoroughly developed in the C++ open source computer vision library
OpenCV [55,56]. As compared to other methods, the optical flow method is relatively fast and gives
subpixel precision and is thus employed in this work.

Given the 3D coordinate of an arbitrary point and the camera parameters, the point
projection method calculates the theoretical position that this point should appear in the image.
The aforementioned image analysis techniques have been well-developed by using OpenCV [55,56],
and thus, the programming implementation developed in this study adopts this library. The technical
details of this method can be found in many previous studies [55] and are not presented in this study.

This work integrates the inter-story motion model (Figure 4b–d), camera movement model
(Figure 4e–g), the aforementioned computer vision techniques, and an iterative process that solves the
nonlinear simultaneous equations. The equations relate the inter-story responses, camera movements,
camera parameters, image coordinates, and 3D coordinates of the reference and tracking points.
The Gauss–Newton algorithm [57,58] is used to iteratively solve the equations and obtain the camera
movements and the inter-story responses.

The procedures of the proposed method include the following major steps:

Step 1: Install a camera with which images can be acquired by a computer. The camera should
be fixed at the ceiling of the story to be monitored. In the prototype tests in this work,
the camera/computer is a single-board computer (Raspberry Pi 3B) equipped with a camera
lens. In future practical applications, the camera/computer device can be a dedicated camera
system or a security surveillance system that has been installed in the structure that can be
accessed by the designed program to run on the system computer and can access the images
acquired by the system cameras. The image resolution in this experiment is set to 640 by
480 pixels, while most of the surveillance cameras nowadays have a higher resolution.

Step 2: Select two or more targets that can be clearly seen by the camera and are firmly fixed with
the ceiling and the floor, separately. Each target should have a highly contrasting pattern,
such as text on a sign, a bolt, an intersection of bricks, a cross pattern, or any other target
that has border lines along at least two different directions in the image, so that the image
analysis can recognize its movement in the image. The targets that are on the ceiling are
denoted as reference points, while the remaining targets are the tracking points. Obtain the
3D global coordinates of the reference and the tracking points. The 3D coordinates can be
estimated by examining the engineering drawings of the structure or by conventional direct
measurements. While this step may have significant labor costs, it only needs to be done
once at the installation phase of the system. In this study, we use XRe f (m) and Xt

Trk(n) to
represent the global coordinates of the mth reference points and the nth tracking points at
time t, respectively. The XRe f (m) and Xt

Trk(n) are used to calculate their image coordinates,
which are further introduced in the Step 7. The time t is zero at Step 2. The global coordinates
of the reference points XRe f (m) are supposed to be unchanged during the entire monitoring
duration and thus does not need a superscript t.

Step 3: Obtain the camera parameters C by camera calibration. The camera calibration can be carried
out by using the one-step calibration method proposed by the first author [29], where the
method estimates the camera parameters by simply using only one photo. The camera
parameters C to be obtained in this step include the focal lengths fx and fy, the principal
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point cx and cy, the distortion coefficients k1 to k6, p1, and p2, and the extrinsic parameters
rt

x, rt
y, rt

z, tt
x, tt

y, and tt
z that represent the geometric relationship between the camera and

the global coordinate system, where the superscript t is zero at Step 3. The mathematical
meanings of these parameters can be found in many computer vision textbooks [55], and a
brief introduction is presented in [29]. While the mathematics of these parameters may seem
complicated, the idea is simple: Once we have these parameters, we know the geometry of
how any arbitrary 3D object in the global coordinate system would be projected onto the
image through this camera. The software implementation of the camera calibration is also
included in the software prototyped in this work. By giving the image coordinates and the
3D coordinates of the reference and tracking points, the camera parameters are obtained by
using the camera calibration technique [59]. In the prototyped software, the initial image that
represents the initial un-deformed status is also obtained in this step. In this study, we use
It

Re f (m)
and It

Trk(n) to represent the image coordinates of the mth reference points and the nth
tracking points at time t, respectively.

Step 4: Acquire the current image. By using the point tracking technique, the image coordinates of
each reference point It

Re f (m)
and tracking points It

Trk(n) are obtained. In this work, the optical
flow algorithm as implemented in OpenCV [60] is used to track the points.

Step 5: Guess the inter-story response and the camera movement. In general, the analyzed inter-story
response and camera movement of the previous time step is taken as the initial guess. If it
is the first time step of the analysis, the inter-story response and the camera movement are
guessed as zeros. Ut is used to represent the guessed inter-story response at time t, which is a

3-by-1 matrix
〈
ut vt θt

〉T
, and Ct

R is used to represent the guessed camera movement, which is

a 3-by-1 matrix
〈
rt

pitch rt
yaw rt

roll

〉T
. The superscript T represents matrix transpose. This study

uses a 1-by-6 matrix dt to represent the combination of Ut and Ct
R, as shown in the following

Equation. dt is adjusted in Step 10.

dt = Ut
∣∣∣∣∣Ct

R =
〈
ut vt θt rt

pitch rt
yaw rt

roll

〉
(1)

Step 6: Calculate the 3D coordinates of each of the tracking points Xt
Trk(n) according to the guessed

inter-story response Ut using the inter-story model. The following equation is used to
calculate the 3D coordinates of these points, where Xc is the torsional center of the monitored
story, which can be obtained from the modal analysis result of the structural analysis. If the
structural analysis is not available, the torsional center can be replaced with the centroid
of the monitored story. The inter-story drift of a point induced by its inter-story torsion is
at the order of the torsion (in unit of radian) times the distance between the point and the
torsional center. Since the quantity of inter-story torsion is typically small (i.e., normally
much smaller than a thousandth radians), an inaccurately setting of torsional center, if that is
about a few millimeters inaccurate, only induces a relatively small errors of displacements.

Xt
Trk(m)

=




cosθt
−sinθt 0

sinθt cosθt 0
0 0 1


(
X0

Trk(m)
−Xc

)+ Xc +


ut

vt

0

. (2)

Step 7: Calculate the extrinsic parameters rt
x, rt

y, rt
z, tt

x, tt
y, and tt

z at time t according to the unintended
camera movement. The unintended camera movement changes the geometric relationship
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between the camera and the global coordinate; therefore, the extrinsic parameters rt
x, rt

y, rt
z, tt

x,
tt
y, and tt

z must be updated by

〈
rt

x rt
y rt

z

〉T
= Rodrigues

(
Rt

3

)
(3)

where Rt
3, tt

x, tt
y, and tt

z are obtained from.


 Rt

3


tt
x

tt
y

tt
z

0 0 0 1

 =



Rodrigues


rx

ry

rz


tx

ty

tz

0 0 0 1


−1

Rodrigues


rt

pitch
rt

yaw
rt

roll


0
0
0

0 0 0 1



−1

(4)

and the Rodrigues function converts a 3-by-1 rotation vector to a 3-by-3 rotation matrix and
can also convert a 3-by-3 rotation matrix back to a 3-by-1 rotational vector. While a 3-by-3
rotation matrix is widely used in 3D coordinate transformation, the 3-by-1 rotation vector is
the most compact form to represent a rotation as any rotation matrix has just three degrees of
freedom (i.e., rt

pitch, rt
yaw, and rt

roll). The mathematical formulation of the Rodrigues function
can be found in computer vision textbooks (e.g., [55]) and is not repeated here. The OpenCV
library also provides a C++ implementation of the Rodrigues function, which is employed in
this work. The idea behind the above mathematical formulation is simple: Since the camera
is slightly rotated, the geometric relationship between the camera and the global coordinate
is changed, and thus the extrinsic parameters rt

x, rt
y, rt

z, tt
x, tt

y, and tt
z of the camera must be

adjusted. Ct is used to represent the adjusted camera parameters, which is the same as C
where the extrinsic parameters are replaced with rt

x, rt
y, rt

z, tt
x, tt

y, and tt
z. The superscripts t

indicate that the orientation of the camera can vary over time.

Step 8: Obtain the projected (calculated) image coordinates of each reference Ît
Re f (m) and tracking

point Ît
Trk(m) by using the point projection technique. The projected image coordinates are

the calculated image coordinates of these points. The point projection can be carried out by
the following Equations:

Ît
Re f (m) = PointProjection

(
Ct, XRe f (m)

)
, (5)

Ît
Trk(n) = PointProjection

(
Ct, Xt

Trk(n)

)
. (6)

The function PointProjection is detailed in previous literature (e.g., [55]) and is not repeated
here. PointProjection calculates the image coordinate Î with which an arbitrary 3D point X
should project on an image according to the camera parameters. OpenCV provides a C++

implementation, whose function is named projectPoints, to carry out the point projection,
which is used in this work. In general, the calculation of (5) and (6) can be expressed by the
following procedures, where Ct consists of the current camera parameters fx, fy, cx, cy, k1 to k6,
p1, p2, rt

x, rt
y, rt

z, tt
x, tt

z, and tt
z. X is expressed as

〈
xW yW zW

〉T, and Î is expressed as
〈
xi yi

〉T.


xc

yc

zc

1

 =


Rodrigues


rt

x
rt

y
rt

z


tt
x

tt
y

tt
z

0 0 0 1




xw

yw

zw

1

, (7)

(
xn

yn

)
=

(
xc

yc

)
/zc, (8)
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k =
1 + k1

(
x2

n + y2
n

)
+ k2

(
x2

n + y2
n

)2
+ k3

(
x2

n + y2
n

)3

1 + k4
(
x2

n + y2
n

)
+ k5

(
x2

n + y2
n

)2
+ k6

(
x2

n + y2
n

)3 (9)

(
xd
yd

)
=

(
k + 2p1yn + 3p2xn p2yn

p1xn k + 2p2xn + 3p1yn

)(
xn

yn

)
, (10)

and 
xi
yi
1

 =


fx 0 cx

0 fy cy

0 0 1




xd
yd
1

 (11)

Step 9: Compare the projected image coordinates and the actual image coordinates. Calculate the
vector of errors e, which represents the difference between the projected coordinates
and the actual coordinates of all reference points and tracking points. The vector e is
a 1-by-(2M + 2N) vector where M and N represent the number of reference points and
tracking points, respectively.

et =
〈(

Ît
Re f (m) − It

Re f (m)

)∣∣∣∣∣(Ît
Trk(n) − It

Trk(n)

)〉
(12)

Step 10: Adjust the guessed inter-story responses and the camera movement dt according to the error
vector et. In this work, the adjustment is based on the Gauss–Newton algorithm [57,58].
We define a function f to integrate the calculations from Step 4 to 9:

et = f
(
dt

)
(13)

A Jacobian matrix J can be calculated. The Jacobian matrix is obtained by applying a finite
difference calculation, where the associated calculation procedures can be obtained in many
numerical analysis textbooks (e.g., [57,58]) and is not repeated here. The solution of ∆dt

(i.e., the story responses and camera movements) would have a unique solution if there more
than three targets on both of the ceiling and the floor, and the targets are not on a straight
line. If so, every story displacement and camera movement would have a unique appearance
on the camera, making the Jacobian matrix nonsingular, and theoretically there would be a
unique solution.

ji j =
∂ei
∂d j

, (14)

where ji j is the element of the ith row and the jth column of matrix J, ei is the ith element of
vector et, and d j is the jth element of vector dt. The adjustment of dt is given as

∆dt =
(
−

(
JTJ

)−1
JTet

)T
(15)

dt is then replaced with dt + ∆dt.
Step 11: If the adjustment ∆dt is sufficiently close to a zero vector, such as which norm is below a small

number like 10−6, go to the next step. Otherwise, go to Step 6 for the next iteration.
Step 12: Output the data by writing to files, plotting to graphs, and displaying on the screen. The data

include the inter-story responses, camera movement, and many detailed data aforementioned.
The inter-story responses can be further used for structural safety early warning; however,
this is not in the scope of this paper.

Step 13: Go to Step 4 until we stop the monitoring.
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3. Verification by Reduced Scale Experiments

The proposed method to estimate the inter-story responses was verified by a set of reduced
scale experiments. Considering the high cost of a full-scale structural test and the infeasibility of
deforming a real building, the verification was performed by carrying out a series of one-tenth
scaled structural experiments. Two sets of experiments were carried out: static and dynamic
experiments. The static experiments are used to investigate the accuracy of the proposed method for
slow deformations, where the applications of the proposed system are for monitoring the residual
deformation and slow deformation induced by creep, subsidence, or slow responses. The dynamic
experiments are used to represent the dynamic inter-story responses induced by earthquakes.
The dimensions of the specimens and the accessories are displayed in the structural design plots shown
in Figure 5. The camera resolution was set to 640 by 480 pixels, not higher than most of the surveillance
cameras nowadays. Figure 5d displays the overall specimen, which was taken by another camera.
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In the static experiments, a cyclic uniaxial displacement history was applied at the top of the
specimen along the u direction through an accurately controlled step motor and a screw bar. In the
dynamic experiments, the reduced scale building specimen was placed on a shaker table providing a
±3-mm amplitude sinusoidal uniaxial table motion, equivalent to an inter-story drift ratio of ±0.75%.
Two tests were performed: one with 1-Hz of table motion applied and the other with 3-Hz of
applied table motion. Both table motions were only applied for the first three seconds, allowing
the specimen to gradually obtain a free vibration after the table motion. While the table motion
is uniaxial, the building specimen responses include all of the inter-story degrees of freedom including
the bilateral displacements u, and v, and the torsion θ due to a certain level of structural eccentricity.
The eccentricity could be induced by the asymmetry of the building geometry or the structural design.
In the experiment, the eccentricity was mainly induced by the additional frame for camera installation.
Camera rotation induced by the vibration is also possible and is considered in the analysis procedure
of the proposed method. Considering the multiaxial responses of the specimen, we employ a high
precision optical system equipped with relatively expensive industrial-level high speed image analysis
system [61], as it is relatively complicated to measure dynamic multiaxial responses by conventional
devices such as LVDTs.

4. Results

A comparison of the actual applied inter-story drift and the measured inter-story u is shown in
Figure 6. The errors between the actual applied and measured inter-story responses u at the peaks are
generally smaller than 0.1 mm. The maximum 0.1 mm error is equivalent to 0.1 pixels of positioning
error in image point tracking and is equivalent to a 0.025% inter-story drift ratio, or a 1-mm accuracy if
the specimen is scaled to full scale, which is relatively small. While this accuracy is not comparable to
conventional displacement devices such as an LVDT, which normally achieves an accuracy of 0.05 mm,
the accuracy of the proposed method is capable of measuring significant inter-story responses in
practical applications.
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Figure 6. Comparison of the actual applied and measured inter-story displacements and the errors.
(a) Measured and actually applied (controlled) inter-story displacement u. (b) Error of measured
inter-story displacement u (image measured).

The measured responses are shown in Figure 7 for the 1-Hz test, where the inter-story responses
are relatively small. The displacement of u is ±1.8 mm, while the displacement of v is ±0.4 mm, and the
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torsion is even smaller at ±0.08 degrees. Comparing the differences between the responses measured
by the proposed method/prototyped device and the industrial 3D image measurement, the maximum
displacement errors along u and v observed in these tests are within±0.3 mm and±0.5 mm, respectively.
The error along u gradually reduced to 0.1 mm during the later period of the steady state response.
The displacement v resulted in larger errors than u mainly because it is along the depth direction of
the camera, which is the direction that a typical camera has little sensitivity. If the error along the depth
direction does not meet the requirement, more than one camera could be considered. The description
is added in the revised manuscript.Appl. Sci. 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 12 of 17 
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Figure 7. Inter-story responses for the 1-Hz test.

In the 3-Hz test (Figure 8), the inter-story responses are almost ten times larger than those
in the 1-Hz test, mainly because the excitation is closer to the natural frequency of the specimen
(i.e., 2.2 Hz). The observed natural frequencies generally matched its numerical modal analysis. Along
the u-direction, the inter-story drifts reached maximum amplitudes of 4.32% (i.e., the ratio of 17.3 mm
to 400 mm) and −3.93% (i.e., the ratio of −15.7 mm to 400 mm) in the transient state (from 0 to 3 s),
and gradually remained at a 4.5-mm amplitude in the steady state (after 4 s). The differences between
the responses measured by the proposed method/prototyped device and the industrial 3D image
measurement are up to 0.5% (i.e., the ratio of 2 mm to 400 mm) at major peaks in transient responses
and approximately 0.13% (i.e., the ratio of 0.5 mm to 400 mm) during the steady state response. Along
the v-direction, in addition to an error larger than 0.5% (i.e., the ratio of 2 mm to 400 mm), a phase
difference is also observed.

In both tests, image blurs can be observed in the photos taken by the prototyped device due to
the rapid movement of the tracking points. The image blurs are especially significant in the 3-Hz test
when the relative velocities of the tracking points are high. Figure 9 shows example images of one
of the tracking points on the lower floor (indicated by a red box in Figure 9a). The images shown in
Figure 9b,c are a sub-region of the photos. At time t = 1.514 s when the relative displacement u just
went through a peak, the tracking point is clearly visible in the photo. Within only three image frames
(approximately 0.1 s), the image became significantly blurred (Figure 9b). The image became clear again
at the negative peak, yet when going back to positive from negative, the images once again became
blurred. While Figure 9 shows two relatively severe cases, the image blurring occurred in almost every
cycle of motion during the transient responses. While the point tracking technique is now typically
capable of positioning a target in image with an accuracy as small as 0.02 to 0.03 pixels in crystal
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clear images (references), image blur would significantly reduce the accuracy. Reducing the exposure
time of the camera could reduce image blur to improve the point tracking accuracy. Using strong
environmental lights or adopting a camera with high low-light sensitivity can help reduce the exposure
time of the camera, and thus further reduce the blur due to fast movement.
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due to movement (t = 1.514 to 1.616 s). (c) Tracking point images blurring due to movement (t = 1.717
to 1.818 s).

The rolling shutter effect is one of the potential sources of the measurement error. Typically,
an image taken by a camera with a rolling shutter is generated by scanning a scene line by line from
the top to the bottom of the image, rather than being taken at a single instant in time. A camera with
a global shutter, which conceptually generates an image at an instant in time, is typically expensive.
Most of the inexpensive cameras in the consumer market are rolling shutter based. In our cases,
the reference points at the upper part of the image are scanned earlier than the tracking points at
the lower part. The time differences between these points generate errors in the inter-story response
measurement. Unfortunately, reducing exposure time by using a stronger environmental lighting does
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not improve the rolling shutter effect. The image blurring effect and many other site dependent effects
could be significantly higher than those in the laboratory. It also implies that higher camera resolution
does not guarantee similar accuracy.

5. Conclusions

This work developed an image-based inter-story response measurement method and developed a
small device prototype with a camera and a single-board computer, aiming to provide a cost-effective
measurement method for structural health monitoring. With the aid of modern computer vision
techniques, the developed method includes an inter-story motion model, a camera movement model,
and an iterative procedure that estimates the inter-story responses. Instead of adopting triangulation
that requires accurate time synchronization and a complicated calibration process, this method requires
only a single camera installed at either the ceiling above or the floor below the target story for monitoring
and is capable of capturing three degrees of freedom of the inter-story responses. Considering that
images are sensitive to any slight camera rotation, this method estimates the camera rotations by
monitoring reference points located at the same floor that the camera is fixed at.

A series of experiments were performed to verify the developed method. A one-tenth reduced scale
one-bay portal frame specimen was constructed and used for the experiments. In the static experiment
that deformed the specimen through a cyclic uniaxial inter-story drift history up to 2% (i.e., the ratio
of 8 mm to 400 mm), this method captured the drift with a maximum error of 0.025% (i.e., 0.1 mm).
Two dynamic experiments were carried out that gave sinusoidal motions of 1-Hz and 3-Hz, respectively,
at the bottom of the specimen. In the 1-Hz experiment, the inter-story responses were within ±0.45%
(i.e., ±1.8 mm), and the measurement errors were approximately 0.075% (i.e., the ±0.3 mm) over the
transient response, gradually reducing to 0.025% (i.e., of 0.1 mm) during free vibration. In the 3-Hz
experiments where the inter-story responses were up to 4.5% (i.e., 18 mm), the maximum measurement
during the transient response was 0.5% (i.e., 2 mm), reducing to 0.1% (i.e., 0.4 mm) during the free
vibration. The presence of image blurring induced by the rapid motion of tracking points was discussed,
possibly resulting in significant measurement error. Technical issues induced by these effects should
be seriously addressed. In addition, a realistic ground motion, which has sophisticated frequency
contents, could also induce complicated imaging effects. It requires further study with improved
analytical consideration and more realistic experiments to further improve the accuracy of the image
analysis method. The rolling shutter effect was also discussed as possibly contributing to errors in
the measurement. While this method using a low-cost device does not aim to replace conventional
structural health monitoring, it provides fairly satisfactory accuracy for many practical applications
in engineering, especially considering rapid developments in hardware performance and the resolution
of digital cameras and imaging technology.
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